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Abstract: The present study includes an experimental investigation on the crack propagation in the
concrete cracked due to alkali-silica reaction (ASR). The fracture energy and tension softening
curves of the ASR damaged concrete were obtained by three-point bending tests for single notched
concrete beams. An image analysis by using a digital image correlation method was carried out in
order to detect the crack propagation behavior. This method of the image analysis is conducted
based on a region-based matching technique in order to calculate the displacement of any portion of
the concrete surface. As for the macroscopic damage in the concrete the ASR induced cracks that
can be observed on the surface of concrete were evaluated and classified into their widths, lengths
and directions. The experiments show that these ASR-induced cracks influence on the crack
propagation in the specimen under the bending.
The phenomenon of the ASR induced
damage in the concrete indicates a significant
irregularity that is that the orientation and
width of the ASR-induced cracks indicates
have no rule and are distributed through the
concrete. Since the ASR-induced cracks may
influence crack initiation and propagation to
occur under the external loads, fundamental
experimental data on the mechanical
properties of the ASR damaged concrete are
necessary in order to establish the constitutive
models such as a reference [1] to represent the
mechanical behavior as a material involving
the damage.
In this study, the tension softening behavior
of ASR damaged concrete is experimentally
evaluated. Three-point bending test for single
notched concrete beams was carried out to
determine the fracture properties, such as a

1 INTRODUCTION
Alkali-silica reaction (ASR) in the concrete
is a phenomenon that alkali ingredients such as
reactive silica in the aggregate react with the
sodium hydroxide in the cement. This reaction
sometimes results in gel that causes the
volume expansion of concrete and then the
crack may occur in the concrete. The ASR
damaged concrete in which cracks occur in the
macro and micro levels has different
mechanical properties to the sound condition.
Especially the reduction of the elastic modulus
of concrete is remarkable according to the
expansion due to the ASR. There is room for
argument for the influence of the ASR-induced
crack on the mechanical properties of the
concrete especially on the fracture properties
of the ASR damaged concrete.
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Table 1: Mix proportion of the concrete
kg/m3

Gmax
mm

Slump
cm

W/C
%

Air
%

s/a
%

W

C

Sn

Sr

Gn

Gr

NaCl

AE water
redu. agent

20

18

63

5

48

181

287

422

432

466

475

12.4

575 ml

Sn: no-reactive fine aggregate, Sr: reactive fine aggregate,
Gn: no-reactive aggregate, Gr: reactive aggregate
ASR-3

tension softening curve and fracture energy.
These fracture properties are determined from
the propagation of mode I crack in the bending
test on the concrete beams. This is based on an
assumption that the microscopic damage in the
concrete is located in the interface of the
matrix to both fine and coarse aggregates and
uniformly distributed through the beam.
The previous study presented by the authors
[2, 3] has showed that he strain distribution
obtained by the image analysis can be
measured the cracking behavior on the
concrete surface under the external load. To
detect these crack propagation behavior, an
image analysis was carried out during the
loading test in order to measure the strain
distribution on the concrete beam. As for the
macro damage in the concrete the ASR
induced cracks that can be observed on the
concrete surface are evaluated and classified
into their widths, lengths and directions.

ASR-4

2 EXPERIMENT OUTLINES

Photo 1. Photo of ASR cracks on the specimens
ASR-3 and ASR-4 after bending test

2.1 Specimens
The concrete specimen is a beam in which
the section is 100 mm of width, 50 mm of a
ligament height and 800 mm of the clear span
length. The specimen has a single notch at the
midspan whose depth was set as 50 mm. Four
specimens from ASR-1 to ASR-4 which were
exposed outside for about 3 years and two
specimens ASR-5 and ASR-6 which were
exposed for about 4 years were prepared in
this experiment. It is confirmed that an
expansion which has been measured by using
reference prism specimens of 100*100*200
mm was around 1200μ or more at the day of
bending test for the series of ASR-1 to ASR-4.
The mix proportion of this concrete is

showed in Table 1. Ordinary portland cement
for cement and AE water reducing agent for
admixture were used. The maximum size of
cause aggregate is 20 mm. Both fine and
coarse aggregates were mixed where the ratio
of reactive and nonresponsive aggregates in
the volume of 1:1 that was decided as a
pessimum content. Each specimen was made
by the same concrete mix.
The situation of ASR induced cracks,
however, was different because of variability
of the material and exposure condisions as
shown in Photo 1. This is an example of the
damage conditions in the specimens tested.
In this study, the compressive strength
2
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s
distribbution on th
he concretee
meeasure the strain
beeam. In th
his methodd of imagee analysis,,
reg
gion-based matching technique is used too
caalculate the displacemeent of any portion off
thee concrete surface. Thhe correlated region off
do
ozens of pix
xel (50 to 1100 pixels were
w
set) inn
thee digital pictures which iss obtainedd
beefore/after the deformaation underr loading iss
seaarch based
d on the distributio
on of thee
lum
minance vaalues. In adddition, the accuracy
a
off
loccation of the
t searcheed region is
i assumedd
baased on the sub-pixel
s
errror cancellaation [4].
From distaance betweeen a coordiinate in thee
dig
gital image before the loading and
d that in ann
arb
bitrary load
ding, the dissplacement of a targett
po
oint is calcculated. Ussing the issoparamtricc
fin
nite elemen
nt that has nodal poiints of thee
tarrget point, the
t strain diistribution in
i the finitee
eleement is interpolatedd accordin
ng to thee
deeformation under
u
the lloading. In this study,,
maaximum priincipal straiin at each lo
oad level iss
ob
bserved to
o evaluate crack propagation
p
n
beehavior.

Figure 11: Outlines of the loading teest

measured with usinng cylindeer specimeens
having a ddiameter of 100 mm an
nd a heightt of
200 mm, w
which is sam
me specified
d concrete m
mix
2
as beam sppecimens, was
w 31.6 N/mm
N
and tthe
tensile streength was 2.90 N/mm2.
2.2 Threee-point bending test
is
The loaading setupp in the experiment
e
illustrated in Figure 1.
1 During th
he loading teest,
the load, ddisplacemennts at both supports aand
midspan, crack openning displaacements, aand
digital im
mages for an
a image analysis
a
w
were
measured. For the purpose off the frictiion
reduction at each suupport, a set
s of Tefl
flon
sheets lubrricated withh grease was
w used. T
The
crack openning displaacement in the ligam
ment
was meassured usingg π-shape displacem
ment
transducerss.

3 RESULT
TS AND DISSCUSSION
N
3.1
1 Fracturee energy
Load-midsspan defllection reelationshipss
ob
btained from
m the three-ppoint bendiing tests forr
thee specimens of N seriees and ASR
R series aree
shown in Fig
gures 2 andd 3, respecctively. Thee
fraacture energ
gies obtainned from th
hese resultss
weere summarrized in Figuures 4. Herre, the GF iss
deetermined frrom Equatioon (1).

2.3 Imagee analysis
In thiss study, to
t detect these craack
propagatioon behaviouur, an imag
ge analysis by
using a diggital imagee correlation
n method w
was
carried outt during thee loading teest in orderr to

Figure 2. L
Load-midspann deflection relathinships
r
((N series)

Figure
F
3. Loaad-midspan deeflection relaathinships
(ASR series)
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0.4

beeam specim
men has beeen raptured
d under thee
beending. Th
his meanns that the
t
crackk
pro
opagation under
u
an exxternal load
d may delayy
du
ue to the prresence of eexisting AS
SR inducedd
craacks which
h occur at tthe aggregaate surface,,
an
nd consequ
uently thee crack propagatedd
slu
uggishly.
The averag
ged value oof fracture energy
e
wass
0.2
212 N/mm
m for the specimens ASR-1 too
AS
SR-4, whilee 0.276N/m
mm for the ASR-5 andd
AS
SR-6. It is interesting th
that the fraccture energyy
inccreased as the damagee level incrreases. Thiss
ten
ndency may
y be explainned by the condition
c
off
thee cracks occurring within thee ligamentt
po
ortion. To cllarify the reeason of thiis behavior,,
thee image anaalysis for thhis domain was
w carriedd
ou
ut and thee results aare discusssed in thee
folllowing section.

344
0.3
0.317

GF (N/mm)

0.3

0.2

0.202
2

0.219

0.207
0.144
0.108

0.127
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Figure 4. Fracture energy

GF = (W0 + mg
m ⋅ δmax)/A
Alig

(11)

where, W0: the area
a
under the loaaddisplacemeent curve (N
N⋅mm), mg:: the specim
men
weight (N)), δmax : thee maximum
m displacem
ment
(mm), Aligg: the crosss-sectional area of tthe
ligament (m
mm2)
The aveeraged maxximum load for the souund
specimen (N series)) was 0.66
6kN and th
that
among thee ASR dam
maged specimens (A
ASR
series) w
was 0.48kkN, respectively. T
The
displacemeent at the ruuptured wass 1.61 mm for
the N seriees and 2.977 mm for th
he ASR seriies,
respectivelly.
As seenn in Figure 4, the fractu
ure energy for
the specim
mens of ASR
R series is laarger than tthat
of N series. This can
c
be und
derstood froom
Figures 2 and 3, sinnce the fracture energyy is
calculated by the Eqquation (1) and the aarea
under thee load-dissplacement curve, W 0.
Especially,, the bendding load remains affter
peak and ddecrease gradually unttil the notchhed

3.2
2 Tension softening ccurve
on softeningg curves obttained from
m
The tensio
thee three-poin
nt bending tests are summarized
s
d
in this sectio
on. Figuress 5 and 6 show thee
nsion softening curv
rves for the soundd
ten
specimens (N
N series) annd the ASR
R damagedd
specimens (A
ASR series)), respectiveely. In thiss
stu
udy, the fraccture properrties are asssumed to bee
deetermined from
fr
the prropagation of mode I
craack in the bending
b
tesst on notcheed concretee
beeams. It should be noteed that this is based onn
an
n assumptio
on that thhe microsccopic ASR
R
daamage in the conc
ncrete is distributedd
un
niformly through the cooncrete beam
m.
In the prrevious stuudy [2], it has beenn
co
onfirmed th
hat the crrack occurrred underr

Figure 6. Teension softeninng curves (AS
SR series)

Figure 5. Tension sooftening curves (N series)
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Figure
F
8. Tension softeingg curve and diistrribution
of maximum principle
p
straiin at the ligam
ment of
pecimen ASR
R-4
sp

Figure 7. T
Tension softeeing curve and
d distrributionn
of maximuum principle strain
s
at the liigament of
specimen A
ASR-3

external looading has propagated
d along AS
SRinduced crrack existingg around th
he notch tipp in
the ligament of the nootched beam
m. In additioon,
the ASR--induced crack
c
that has exis ted
horizontallly at the nootch tip opened with tthe
increase inn the externaal force.
Comparring the teension softtening curvves
among the ASR seriess, we can co
onfirm that tthe
initial stresss differs each other around
a
1.0-22.5
N/mm2. Thhe initial sttresses of th
he ASR serries
are smalleer as com
mpared to that of tthe
specimens of N seriess. As for thee specimenss of
ASR seriess, the stresss at the bridging zone tthat
is withinn the ficctitious crack openiing
displacemeent (COD) of
o 0.02-0.05
5 mm remaains
and decreaases graduallly until the COD reachhes
0.25 mm.

3.3
3 Maximum principaal-strain distribution
Figures 7 and
a 8 show
w the distribution of thee
maaximum prrincipal straain in the specimenss
AS
SR-3 and ASR-4
A
respeectively as an
a examplee
ressult of the image analyysis. The reesult of thee
im
mage analysis was condducted at th
he midspann
deeflection corrrespondingg to the fictiitious crackk
wiidth, w (mm) as show
wn in this figure. Inn
ad
ddition, the picture
p
of th
the ligamen
nt portion inn
thee figure iss of that bbefore load
ding and a
do
omain as the image annalysis targeet (100 mm
m
in width, 50 mm in heiight). The subset sizee
co
orresponding
g to one fin
inite elemen
nt that wass
used to calcu
ulate the strrain was seet as 50*500
xels in this image analyysis.
pix
In these figures, the close-up ph
hoto at thee
lig
gament of th
he specimenn indicates that
t there iss
no
o macroscop
pic crack bbefore the loading forr
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σ(w)(N/mm2)

8
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(a) Targeet domain

(b) w = 0.00501 mm
m

(c) w = 00.0273 mm

(d) w = 0.0512 mm

(e) w = 0.113 mm

(a) Target domain
d

(b) w = 0.0
00208 mm

(c) w = 0.003
346 mm

(d) w = 0.0
00510 mm

(e) w = 0.007
715 mm

(f) w = 0.0
0131 mm

(f) w = 0.205 mm

Figure 9. T
Tension softeening curve an
nd distributioon of
maximum principle straain at the ligament of spec imen
ASR-3-1-22 (after polishhed)

Figure
F
10. Miicro scope vieew for the disstribution
of maximum principle
p
straiin at the ligam
ment of
pecimen ASR
R-3-1-2 (afterr polished)
sp

the specim
men ASR-3,, while the ASR-inducced
cracks cann be seen inn the specim
men ASR-4.. In
the previouus study [22], it has beeen confirm
med
that the A
ASR-inducedd crack thaat has existed
horizontallly at the nootch tip op
pened with an
increase inn the exteernal load. The tensiion
softening curve forr the speccimen ASR
R-3
illustrated in Figure 7 indicates that
t the tenssile
stress rapiddly decreasees from 0.9 N/mm2 to 00.4
N/mm2 at tthe fictitiouus COD of w = 0.10 m
mm.
As for the maximum principle sttrains betweeen
at w = 0.00946 mm annd at w = 0.115
0
mm tthe
tensile straain increasees within this
t
stage aand
consequenttly the crrack propag
gates upwaard
directing too the loadinng point.
In contrrast, the sppecimen AS
SR-4 indicaates
that the teensile stresss decreasess just after an
initiation of the crack opening
g, as seen in
ple strain hhas
Figure 8. The tenssile princip
started to localize at a tip of thee notch at tthe
fictitious C
COD of w = 0.0341 mm. Thiss is
because off the presennce of the existing
e
AS
SR-

duced crack
k within a ddomain at th
he notch tipp
ind
in the ligamen
nt of the beaam.
Figure 9 shows the teension softeening curvee
nd distributiion of maxximum principle strainn
an
at the ligameent of speciimen ASR-3-1-2. Thiss
specimen of ASR-3-1-22 was prep
pared usingg
thee specimen ASR-3 whhere the rapttured prism
m
aftter terminatting the loaading test were
w
curvedd
wiithin the th
hickness off around 10 mm andd
po
olished the surface off concrete. Hence thee
ag
ggregate in the concreete can be confirmedd
fro
om the surrface of sppecimen as shown inn
Figure 9. The
T
distribbution of maximum
m
priinciple straain at the lligament of specimenn
ind
dicates thatt the crack propagatess in a pathh
alo
ong with the interfaciaal zone betw
ween coursee
ag
ggregate and
d matrix.
In order to confirm ann effect of the
t existingg
craack on the crack propaagation und
der externall
6
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the crack propagation occurred under the
external loading. From these results, in order
to evaluate the influence of the ASR-induced
crack on the fracture properties of the concrete,
the quantitative evaluation on the state of the
ASR-induced crack at the ligament portion is
needed.

load the close-up view on this domain was
further investigated. A digital microscope was
used to capture this behavior of the micro
cracks. The crack propagation until peak load
in the bending test is shown in Figure 10. In
the very initial stage of the fictitious COD of
w = 0.00208 mm, a micro crack that occurs in
the horizontal direction can be confirmed by
using the obtained image analysis. It can be
also confirmed that this micro crack at the tip
pf the notch clearly affects the crack
propagation under external load. This result
reveals that, the quantitative evaluation on the
state of the ASR-induced crack at the ligament
portion is needed in order to evaluate the
influence of the ASR-induced crack on the
fracture properties of the concrete.
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4 CONCLUSIONS
The effect of the ASR-induced cracks on
the tension softening behavior of the concrete
was experimentally evaluated in this study.
The three-point bending test for single notched
concrete beams was carried out and the
fracture energy and tension softening curves of
the ASR damaged concrete were obtained. To
detect the crack propagation behavior, the
image analysis by using a digital image
correlation method was carried out during the
loading. We conclude that the experiments
show that the ASR induced cracks visible on
the concrete surface do not always influence
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